
Celebrity  Parents:  Audrina
Patridge  Says  Progress  Has
Been  Made  in  Co-Parenting
with Corey Bohan

By Ivana Jarmon

In celebrity news, celebrity exes Audrina Patridge and Corey
Bohan are slowly making it work in the parenting department
one  month  after  reaching  a  temporary  custody  agreement.
“That’s progress in the works. Hopefully, I mean we’ll see
what happens,” Patridge told UsMagazine.com at her Prey Swim
Resort Swimwear Celebration. “We go to mediation in January so
hopefully things can be worked out cordially and done in the
right  way  for  our  daughter.  The  celebrity  exes  were  only
married for 10 months.

These celebrity parents are working
things  out  so  that  they  can
effectively co-parent their child.
What  are  some  ways  to  compromise
when it comes to co-parenting?

Cupid’s Advice:

Co-parenting is not easy. But is what’s need to provide an
amicably with your ex can give your kids the security and
stability they need from both parents. Cupid has some ways to
compromise when it comes to co-parenting:
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1.  Co-parent  as  a  team:  Although  you  two  aren’t  an  item
anymore,  your  both  still  parents.  Cooperating  and
communicating  without  fighting  will  make  decision  making
easier.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Ariana  Grande  Sets  Record
Straight on Ricky Alvarez Romance Rumors

2. Be flexible: Good parenting often means compromising. You
do this by placing one common goal and that is raising a happy
and healthy child together. Co-parenting works best when both
parents can work together.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Nicki Minaj Defends Rumored New
Beau Kenneth Petty

3. Open to changes: Like can be pretty unpredictable and could
cause you or your co-parent to have to make sudden changes.
Instead of getting mad at your ex or giving them the third
degree, try to be understanding and allow for the change

What  are  some  ways  to  compromise  when  it  comes  to  co-
parenting?  Share  your  thoughts  below.

Celebrity  News:  Audrina
Patridge Granted Full Custody
of Daughter After Split From
Corey Bohan

By Ashleigh Underwood
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Sour news turns hopeful as Audrina Patridge is granted full
custody  of  15-month-old  daughter,  Kirra  Max.  When  the
celebrity news broke of Patridge’s split from husband Corey
Bohan,  several  allegations  were  thrown  around  and  are
continued to be discussed in court. While court proceedings
are still ongoing, the ex celebrity couple have been told that
Bohan can have scheduled visitations, only after picking up
their daughter from the police station. A source recently told
People.com,  that  Patridge  is  taking  extra  precautions  to
ensure the safety of herself, and her daughter.

This celebrity news is definitely
in Audrina Patridge’s favor. What
are some ways to deal with custody
issues during a split?

Cupid’s Advice:

Splitting with your partner can get messy, especially when
there are children involved. It can be easy to get lost in the
craziness of court and other important decisions. Here are a
few ways to deal with custody issues during your split:

1. Put your children first: In a custody battle, you may be
tempted to take out all your anger on your ex and be spiteful.
However, you have to remember your kids and what is best for
them. No matter how you feel towards your ex-partner, if they
are a good parent to your child, then try and be flexible with
your conditions. None of it is easy on your child, but you can
do your best to keep things as normal as possible.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Audrina Patridge Files for
Divorce from Corey Bohan

2. Get a good lawyer: Court can be confusing especially if you
have never dealt with a legal situation before. in order to
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make  things  easier  on  yourself,  and  get  the  outcomes  you
desire, hire the best lawyer you can. Let them take the brunt
of the force in the legal stuff so you can focus on your
family and your own well being. This will make dealing with
your custody battle much easier for everyone.

Related Link: Bad Romance: 10 Toxic Celebrity Relationships

3. Focus on what you can control: When things get messy, you
can feel like your world is falling apart. if you start to
lose your grips on life and feel like everything is coming
crashing down, take step back and breathe. Spend your time
focusing on the things you can control in your life, like you
children. If your ex is doing things with the kids that you
always scolded him for but you have no voice in now, focus on
your own parenting. You can’t control how others act, but you
always have a say in your own life.

How did you deal with your custody battle? Comment below!

Celebrity  Divorce:  Audrina
Patridge  Files  for  Divorce
from Corey Bohan

By Ashleigh Underwood

Sadly, another celebrity divorce is in the center of this
week’s celebrity news. Audrina Patridge has filed for divorce
from Corey Bohan after 10 months of marriage. While the couple
wishes to keep their privacy at the moment, UsMagazine.com has
learned that the relationship has been troublesome from the
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beginning. Even though they wanted to make it work for their
infant daughter, Patridge and Bohan have already taken steps
toward separating and are living apart.

This  celebrity  divorce  seems  to
have come out of nowhere. What are
some  ways  to  know  you’ve  done
everything  you  can  to  save  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you love someone, you want to do everything you can to
make the relationship work. However, sometimes you have done
all you can and still nothing seems to go right. Here are a
few ways to know that it’s time to move on:

1. You have tried: The only way to save a relationship is to
put in the work. You have to make an effort to change the
dynamic between you and your partner and make serious changes.
If  you  feel  that  you  have  put  time  and  energy  into  the
relationship and nothing has changed, it may be time to move
on.

Related Link: Audrina Patridge Says Cameras Are Off and Love
Life Is On

2. Therapy has come and gone: Sometimes you need a third party
to work out your relationship woes. If you’ve tried therapy or
counseling and it hasn’t worked for you, it’s safe to say
there’s probably no fixing what you have, and it’s time to
move on.

Related Link: Audrina Patridge Says A Guy Must Have “Loyalty,
Integrity and Respect” To Get Her Attention
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3. The love just isn’t there: You may get along okay as
roommates, but the love you once had for each other is no
longer  there  …  and  you  can’t  get  it  back.  The  fact  is,
sometimes people just fall out of love, and there’s not much
you can do about it. If that’s the case for you, it’s time for
an amicable split and to move on with your life.

What are some other ways to know it’s time to move on? Share
your thoughts below.

 

Audrina  Patridge  and  Corey
Bohan Split After Five Years
Together

By Laura Seaman

The on-and-off couple of Audrina Patridge and Corey Bohan have
called  it  quits  yet  again.  However,  a  source  tells
UsMagazine.com “I don’t think they’ll get back together this
time.” Patridge and Bohan have been dating on-and-off for the
last five years, their last split being in March of 2011. They
had just gone on a romantic getaway to Mexico in May. But on
July 27, the Hills actress posted on social media, “Man is not
what he thinks he is, he is what he hides”. Yikes.

How do you know when an on-again off-again relationship should
end for good?
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Cupid’s Advice:

Some on-and-off relationships can go on forever, and some end
with the couple getting married and living happily ever after.
However, some of them end in heartbreak. But maybe it’s for
the better! So when it is time to finally call it quits and
move on? There are some ways of knowing.

1. When you’re ‘off again’ more than ‘on again’. If your time
together is getting shorter and shorter, maybe it’s time to
just stop it altogether. It should be pretty clear by now that
any relationship between you two is only used as a temporary
fix  that  will  never  last.  Look  for  a  more  durable
relationship!

Related: Emilie de Ravin and Joshua Janowicz File For Divorce
for Second Time

2. When you break up, it’s very damaging. If you walk away
from every argument and breakup with another little piece of
your heart broken, it’s time to leave. You can only take so
much! This relationship is clearly toxic, and you need to
spare yourself the pain.

Related: Pamela Anderson and Rick Salomon: Filed for Divorce
Again

3. When you’re ‘on again’, you forgive and forget. Nothing is
going to get fixed if you just forget the problems that broke
you up in the first place. If you get back together, you need
to talk about why you broke up in the first place. If you
don’t, the problem will just keep resurfacing until it becomes
too much. A relationship without communication isn’t one worth
having.

Have you ever ended an on-and-off relationship? How did you
know  it  was  the  right  thing  to  do?  Let  us  know  in  the
comments!
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Audrina Patridge Says A Guy
Must Have “Loyalty, Integrity
and  Respect”  To  Get  Her
Attention

By Whitney Baker Johnson

Spring Break is going strong in Panama City Beach, Florida,
and celebrating there again this year is former MTV reality
star,  Audrina  Patridge.  Model,  actress  and  BFF  to  Lauren
Conrad, Patridge is someone we all grew to know and love on
The  Hills.  Leaving  the  Los  Angeles  sunshine  behind,  the
starlet visited the panhandle yesterday to make a special
guest appearance for Curve fragrances at Maxim Spring Break.

Spending the day on the beach, she mingled with party-goers in
the Maxim cabana before hosting and judging a Booty Shake
Dance Contest. “Just get up there and dance! Let loose and
have a good time,” she offers to those who’ll be participating
in the contest. “Last year, a guy won, so it’s not just for
girls,” she adds. “Just because it’s a booty shaking contest
doesn’t mean you have to have a booty.”

Related Link: Celebrity Couples Who Have Turned Over a New
Leaf

But it’s not all about booty shaking and spring break. After
leaving The Hills, Patridge focused on a career in acting with
movies like Sorority Row, Into The Blue 2: The Reef and Honey
2. Next, she’ll appear in Scary Movie 5, in theaters on April
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12th. “I had a little cameo. It’s such a fun movie, and I
loved being on set.”

As if she wasn’t busy enough, Patridge also serves as a Curve
fragrances celebrity brand ambassador along with Gossip Girl
actor Kevin Zegers. Whether she’s getting ready for a night of
dancing with the girls or dressing up for a first date, curve
appeal for women is a fragrance that she consistently loves to
wear.  “It  smells  so  good,  and  I  always  get  so  many
compliments.  It  catches  your  attention  and  leaves  a
lasting impression,” she shares. “Plus, it’s very girly.”

Related Link: The Best Celebrity Fragrances of 2012

Another perk of Curve fragrances is the tiny bottle. “It’s
very cute! It’s even small enough to carry in your purse,” she
says. This choice sounds perfect for any woman who likes to
primp while she’s out and about.

Patridge  also  loves  curve  appeal  for  men,  a  fragrance
described as incredibly sexy and effortlessly cool. “I think
everyone should smell fabulous everyday, and curve appeal is
definitely one of my favorite scents.”

As much as she enjoys the aroma of curve appeal, her number
one beauty tip has more to do with what’s on the inside than
the outside. “If you feel confident and beautiful, it’s really
going to show,” she says. “It all really comes from within.”
Equally important as having confidence is being comfortable.
For  Patridge,  wearing  something  that  makes  her  feel
uncomfortable  can  easily  ruin  her  day.

So what does it take to get this California girl’s attention?
Patridge, who is rumored to be dating on-again, off-again
boyfriend Corey Bohan, says the three most important qualities
in a guy are “loyalty, integrity and respect.” As for how to
tell if a crush has these traits, she believes it’s “about how
he acts around his family, how he treats his mom. That’s going
to give you an idea of how he’ll be with you.”
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Related Link: 5 Ways to Turn “Me” to “We”

Just as she knows what she wants in a man, Patridge knows what
she doesn’t want in a relationship.  “Dishonesty,” she says
without missing a beat. “My biggest pet peeve, though, would
be  not  communicating  well,”  she  adds.  “It’s  all  about
communication. If you’re not on the same page, it’s probably
not going to work.”

You can keep up with Patridge on Twitter and Facebook.

Celebrity  Couples  Who  Have
Turned Over a New Leaf

By Courtney Allen

Hollywood just may be the one place where the phrase “love is
a battlefield” is an understatement. The land of fortune and
fame  is  the  forefront  for  some  of  the  most  scandalous
relationships  and  splits  we’ve  ever  witnessed.

But finding love is not the problem for these celebs; it’s
keeping it. For many, passionate romances and ‘I do’s’ end as
suddenly and tragically as their last. But luckily, every love
story has a different ending… and some endings turn into new
beginnings. These four celebrity couples came armed the second
time around on the battlefield of love and came out on top:

1. Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick: Kourt and Scott’s
relationship has been public since the debut of Keeping up
with the Kardashians in 2007. Their relationship proved to be
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the most entertaining in the E! hit reality show thanks to
Kourtney’s  headstrong,  sarcastic  personality  and  Scott’s
wacky, drunken behavior. The couple was known for their rocky
relationship,  the  majority  of  the  blame  being  placed  on
Scott’s infidelity and immature lifestyle. Kourt pulled the
plug on Scott multiple times during their relationship as well
as her pregnancy with their first child, Mason. By this point,
we all thought Scott had crashed and burned for the last time.
Scott finally straightened up his act after Kourtney banned
him from seeing Mason. And now seven seasons later, the two
are going stronger than ever with the recent birth of their
second  child,  Penelope.  If  this  couple  can  bounce  back,
there’s hope for us all.

Related: Celebrity Couples Who Made Love Last

2. Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth: The relationship between
Miley and Liam is nothing but a match made in heaven. The
grown-up Hannah Montana star met the blue-eyed Aussie in 2009
while filming The Last Song, where they played the roles of
young adults who fell in love over summer break. As it so
happens, their love story transferred off the big-screen into
real life… taking both the good and bad. In the movie, the
couple actually breaks up, much like they way they did in
2010. The exact reason may not be known, but the two just
couldn’t stay away from eachother. Cyrus and Hemsworth gave it
another try in 2011. The actor popped the question to the
singer earlier this year and have been engaged for nearly six
months. If there was ever a sequel to “The Last Song,” this
would be it!

3. Sammi Giancola and Ronnie Magro: If you’ve ever seen Jersey
Shore, you know all about Sweetheart Sammi and Ronnie the
Guido. The only thing their relationship was known for was
extreme inconsistency and drama. Ronnie’s unfaithfulness led
us to believe their relationship was practically doomed. Sammi
and Ronnie’s relationship was without doubt unhealthy, opening
doors to verbal and what appeared close to physical abuse.
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After breaking up countless times throughout multiple seasons,
we all anticipated when their rocky romance would end for
good. We now know the answer to that: apparently never. The
couple is still together today. The good news is that they
seem to actually be in a functioning relationship these days.
Their  love  has  proved  strong  enough  to  overcome  their
seemingly  irreparable  past.

Related: Celebrity Couples Who Are Better Off Apart

4. Audrina Patridge and Corey Bohan: Audrina Patridge is known
for her role on The Hills but her relationship with BMX biker
Corey Bohan was displayed on her VHL reality show Audrina. Her
Aussie beau was prince charming until the show revealed one of
his less favorable qualities: possessiveness. Throughout the
season, Audrina struggled with her controlling boyfriend who
proved to also have a bit of a temper. By the end of the
season, Patridge dumped Bohan with the support of her mom. But
little did we know that the couple would rekindle their flame
a couple months later. Since the show’s end, we haven’t heard
much on their relationship besides the occasional romantic
getaway or public event, but everything seems to be in the
clear. They have been going steady since the summer of 2011.

What other celebrity couples have made the biggest comeback in
their relationships? Share your thoughts with us!

Audrina Patridge Says Cameras
Are Off and Love Life Is On

VH1  decided  not  to  renew  Audrina  Patridge  self-titled
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reality show for a second season, but Patridge couldn’t be
happier as the cancellation may just be what she needed to
repair  her  on-again,  off-again  relationship  with  her
boyfriend, BMX rider Corey Bohan.  “Filming a reality show
really takes a toll on relationships because your mindset is
to create good TV,” the former “The Hills” star told People.
 “It’s really really hard on relationships so after the show,
Corey [Bohan] and I really worked on what was going on with
us. We spent time together.”  Audrina’s breakup with Corey may
have been good for her show’s finale, but the couple has since
rekindled their relationship and got back together in May.

How do you keep your job from affecting your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s easy to let your job take over your life.  Cupid has some
ways to keep it from affecting your relationship:

1. Try to separate work from home: Sure, everyone has their
bad days a work, but try not to bring the stress you may
receive at work to your home.  If your job is consistently
stressing  you  out,  it  may  be  time  to  start  filling  out
applications.

2. Balance: Although you may not have finished everything you
needed to do at work before your day ended, try to make sure
that you when you’re home, you’re relaxing and not thinking
about what you will have to do tomorrow.

3. Spend some quality time: It’s extremely necessary to get
away at least every once in a while.  Plan a romantic getaway
to  your  favorite  vacation  spot,  organize  a  date  night
including dinner and a movie, or simply head to the gym and
work out together.

How do you keep your career from affecting your relationship?
 Share your ideas below.
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‘Hills’ Alum Holly Montag Is
Dating Audrina Patridge’s Ex
Justin Bobby

The ladies of The Hills are at it again!  According to
UsMagazine.com, Holly Montag is enjoying a taste of Audrina
Patridge and Kristin Cavallari’s sloppy thirds and has decided
to attempt a relationship with known bad boy Justin “Bobby.”
 One source close to the couple says, “They’re dating and have
been for awhile”.  Maybe the third time’s the charm for Justin
Bobby … or maybe not.

Is it important to take a person’s past into account pre-
relationship? Cupid’s Advice:

When entering into a new relationship, many of us try to look
at it as a fresh start and let the past be the past. But, is
it even possible to change?  Cupid has some things to think
about when looking into your partner’s old flings:

1. How it ended: Sometimes things just don’t work out, but
it’s important to look at why they didn’t. If your partner and
his or her ex ended amicably, then there may not be much to
inquire about.  But, if there’s bad blood, you might consider
finding out more details.

2. Did he learn from it?: Of course people make mistakes, and
every mistake is a learning experience. One of the important
things to look at when asking about a prior relationship that
ended badly, is if he exhibits the same behavior that was
previously an issue.
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3. Level of commitment: Did your partner have a few serious
relationships, or did he just jump around? Gauging his/her’s
level of commitment from their previous partner(s) allows you
a glimpse at what to expect.

Did your partner learn from his past mistakes in order to make
a fresh start? Share your story below.


